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Abstract— Control and communication for a distributed
network of robotic agents is a difficult problem to solve at
the microscale. In nature, bacteria utilize chemical signaling to
execute controlled movement, communication, and collabora-
tive task completion. Chemotactic response (i.e. biased random
walk of bacteria towards a chemo-attractant source) enables
effective sensing and creates a biased distribution of bacteria
in a field. Quorum sensing allows a robust collective response to
be achieved at specific bacteria number densities. In this work,
we present a computational model for bio-inspired sensing,
communication, and control that is based on the combination
of chemotaxis and quorum sensing. We have computationally
demonstrated that these bio-inspired strategies can be imple-
mented in synthetic mobile sensor network. Robustness and
response time of such systems are also examined.

I. INTRODUCTION

Biologically inspired technology is becoming more preva-

lent in research. Two significantly important methods of

biological distributed organization include chemotaxis and

quorum sensing. Chemotaxis is a biological process in which

organisms sense and respond to concentration gradients of

select chemicals from the environment in order to achieve

a directed movement. The directed movement can either be

towards a chemo-attractant, a favorable chemical, or away

from a chemorepellant. Quorum sensing is a biological pro-

cess used to control specific functionality based on the mea-

sured number density of agents in the system. The process

involves releasing and sensing of signaling molecules, called

autoinducers, in a field and activating functionality when a

specific threshold is sensed. The combination of chemotaxis

and quorum sensing can be seen as a method of aggregating

agents and then activating functionality. This combination

poses advantages in collective microrobotic behavior (e.g.

network of mobile sensors) due to the simplicity of the

agent’s functionality.

Achieving communication of information at microscale

contains many limitations. Detecting chemicals within a

microscale field is an important task for networked sensors.

Currently, fluorescent signals are utilized to provide feedback

for specific chemicals detected in a field [1]. This method

can produce many false positives or low quality responses.

Efforts have been made to improve response, but limitations

still exist with providing practical applications [2]. Mobile

agents allow for more complex problems to be solved. Mag-

netic control of microscale agents enables precise control
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at this scale but limits the ability for multiple agents to be

controlled independently [3]–[6].

In the work presented here, we demonstrate that collab-

oration between a distributed network of mobile sensors

comprise of 100s or even 1000s of agents through the use of

chemotaxis and quorum sensing can provide a robust solution

to microscale networked sensing. We have developed a com-

putational model that describes the motility, chemotaxis, and

quorum sensing of the agents within the system. The move-

ment of individual agents described through a random walk

algorithm. The chemotactic behavior model dictates both

how a chemical gradient is sensed and what modifications are

done to the movement to introduce a bias in the random walk.

Quorum sensing behavior model describes the methods used

in achieving multi-agent communication. The rest of this

paper is organized as follows. In section II, the theoretical

basis of the computational model is presented. In section

III, the computational model is validated using previously

published experimental data. In section IV, chemotaxis and

quorum sensing based strategies for distributed control of

synthetic microrobotic systems are developed and discussed.

II. MODELING

The objective of this computational model is to provide

a platform for simulation and testing of a large population

of mobile agents interacting in a field through passive

communication. Development of this computational model is

described as three submodels including motility, chemotaxis,

and quorum sensing behavior.

A. Motility

The motility of flagellated bacteria can be modeled with

run and tumble phases. These two phases are distinguished

when the bacteria moves in a single direction (run) and re-

orientates itself (tumble) as separate actions. Random run

and tumble behavior of bacteria, which leads to a random

walk, is best modeled as Poisson processes. The exponential

distribution can be described as follows:

f (t, λi) = λie
−λit (1)

where λi is the mean value of the exponential distribution.

Experimental observations provide the means for these pro-

cesses. After a given phase of run or tumble comes to an

end, a new timer is generated based on the exponential

distribution to be allocated for the agent’s next action. The

two important factors to keep track for each individual agent

are the absolute position and directional bearing. During the

run phase, the position of the agent is modified by a constant
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movement rate in the direction of the bearing. Whereas, the

tumble phase modifies the bearing. A well-known model

organism for flagellated movement is Escherichia coli (E.

coli). Specific to this organism, the movement means under

isotropic conditions are λrun = 0.9s and λtumble = 0.1s [7].

When a chemical gradient is sensed, these values are modi-

fied.

B. Chemotaxis

When a chemo-effector gradient is introduced into the

field, E. coli exhibit a biased in the random walk. This bias

is created through modification of the mean value for run

times [7]. The ability to detect a chemical gradient is limited

by the biological resolution of sensing a chemical, which is

3 nM for E. coli [8]. If a difference between two measured

values is greater than this threshold, the agent will exhibit the

biased movement. Specifically, the mean run time increases.

This provides longer run phases in the direction towards the

chemo-attractant with a less likelihood of rotating. Due to

the stochastic nature of this movement, an expected bias in

the movement can be detected within 10 minutes. This form

of movement provides a robust solution in finding both local

and absolute maxima within a gradient field searched.

C. Quorum Sensing Behavior

Quorum sensing (QS) is the ability for individual agents

within a population to detect when a specific number density

of the individuals has been reached. The biological imple-

mentation of this behavior is to create, release, and sense

signaling molecules in the surrounding environment. When a

specific threshold of these molecules has been sensed, certain

genetic functionalities are either expressed or suppressed.

The model organism selected for this functionality is Vibrio

fischeri (V. fischeri), an abundantly studied model organism

for quorum sensing. These bacteria use quorum sensing to

express bioluminescence when a high cell density is detected.

The specific genetic functionality includes a positive feed-

back loop for the generation of quorum sensing molecules

with a secondary threshold for bioluminescence, as shown

in Figure 1 [9].

The purpose of the positive feedback loop in production

rate is to encourage all agents in the nearby field to acti-

vate their quorum sensing functionality simultaneously. An

instantaneous switch to increased production is difficult to

achieve in nature. A hill function best models the biological

generation rate of the signaling molecules, as shown in

equation 2:

At = (A1 +A2

Qn

Qn +Qn
0

) (2)

where At is total generation rate, A1 is a constant generation

rate, A2 is an increased generation rate, n is the hill coeffi-

cient, Q is the measured concentration, and Q0 is the thresh-

old concentration at which production significantly increases.

The hill coefficient controls the slope of the positive feedback

loop and in turn the sensitivity for a response to increasing

concentration values. A coefficient of 2.5 is used for this

Fig. 1: Quorum sensing control feedback loop where the

production of signaling molecules increases after the first

threshold (T1) is reached and an additional function such as

production of green fluorescent protein (GFP) is executed

after a second threshold (T2) is reached.

simulation to adequately match the production rates in V.

fischeri [9]. Synthetic biology methods can be used to devise

synthetic quorum sensing plasmids (with different outputs

such as change in motility or green fluorescent protein (GFP)

expression) that can be inserted in other bacteria such as e.

coli to impart them with quorum sensing functionality.

As the signaling molecules are produced, the spatiotem-

porally varying concentration values must be added to the

field. The signaling molecule concentration field is stored in

a mesh grid of values. The 2-dimensional average concentra-

tion over each grid element is represented by a value at the

center of that element, as shown in Figure 2. An agent that

interacts with the field does not necessarily have to follow

the grid element. As each agent moves, it interrogates the

mesh grid to obtain the signaling molecule concentration at

its locations. Unless an agent happens to be at the center of

an element, an interpolation function is used to calculate the

concentration using values from four neighboring elements.

Similarly, when an agent releases signaling molecules into

the field, the total number of signaling molecules are divided

into the the four closest mesh elements.

Upon release from the agents, distribution of the signaling

molecules is determined by their diffusion, advection, and

degradation. Diffusion and advection cause the molecules

to redistribute over time, as described through the mass

transport equation:

∂C

∂t
+ ui

∂C

∂xi

= D
∂2C

∂x2

i

(3)

where C is the concentration, ui is the velocity field, and

D is the diffusion coefficient. Degradation of the signaling

molecules occurs at a constant rate, as shown in Table I.

Due to the computational power required to solve equa-

tion 3, a numerical method known as Alternating Direction

Implicit (ADI) is used. This method provides a solution that
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Fig. 2: Representative image of the mesh grid used in quorum

sensing. The four black boxes represent four neighboring

elements while the red dot represents a simulated agent

within the field.

can be computed on a linear time order related to the number

of elements within the mesh. The selection of the mesh

size is important to allow for reasonable computation time

as well as maintaining stability of the results. Equation 3

is solved numerically to determine the new concentration

values dependant upon diffusion in a given time step.

D. Model Parameters

There are many variables within this simulation. Where

appropriate, biological values were utilized in an attempt to

best model an existing system for functionality as well as

for computational model validation purposes. A full layout

of variables used can be seen in table I. The objective of this

numerical model is to present a computational framework

for design and/or prediction of population response to an

external stimuli, and not be limited to the modeling of

existing biological systems.

III. VALIDATION OF THE COMPUTATIONAL MODEL

The objective of this computational model is to simulate

a cooperative system that is inspired by nature. This section

presents a comparison between the simulation and experi-

mental results as seen in the literature.

A. Chemotaxis Validation

The objective of chemotaxis is to provide a bias random

walk based on stochastic movement. The chemotactic re-

sponse of a population of E. coli bacteria is experimentally

measured by calculation of the chemotactic partition coeffi-

cient (CPC). The CPC method divides the field into multiple

partitions and counts the number of observed bacteria. Only

two partitions were used for this analysis. Due to the nature

of this simulation, knowing the exact positions of each agent,

the calculation of the coefficient takes a discrete form shown

in equation 4:

TABLE I:

Parameters used in the simulations. Individual values can

be readily changed to simulate different environments and

synthetic systems.

Variable Value Description Unit

λr 0.9 [7] Average run time s

λ′

r 1.3 [7]
Chemotactic run time aver-
age

s

λt 0.1 [7] Average tumble time s

λ′

t 0.1 [7]
Chemotactic tumble time av-
erage

s

v 20 [7] Average speed of bacteria
µm

s

θ 5.93 [7] Tumble rate
rad
s

ts 0.01 Time step s

Xf 5000 Field maximum size µm

Xm 1000 Mesh maximum size elements

A1 0.552 [10]
Constant QS signaling
molecule generation

molecules
s

A2 5.52 [10]
Upregulated QS signaling
molecule generation

molecules
s

d 10.8 [10]
Abiotic degradation of QS
signaling molecule

Percent
hr

Q0 1.00 [11] Upregulation value for QS
molecules

µm3

Qt 15.05 [10] Threshold for QS validation
molecules

µm3

Ct 3× 10
−9 [8] Chemotactic threshold M

Cg 1×10
−5 [12] Chemotactic gradient

M
mm

Cg
6.67 × 10

−9

[13]

Diffusion of QS signaling
molecules

m2

day

CPC =
1

N

(

N
∑

i=1

(

xi >
w

2

)

−

N
∑

i=1

(

xi <
w

2

)

)

(4)

where N is the number of agents, xi is the position of an

agent, and w is the width of the field. Obtaining a positive

CPC value infers the agents followed the gradient (positive

chemotaxis or movement towards the source of a chemo-

attractant). The CPC value can range between -1 and 1,

inferring complete repulsion and complete attraction.

The simulation setup for validating the chemotactic behav-

ior is to start all agents at exactly the center of the field. A

linear chemical gradient is established along the horizontal

axis and agents perform a random walk as described earlier

in the paper. Additionally, a second control field is executed

with no gradient introduced. As shown in Figure 3, a biased

distribution can be seen within the chemotactic field. For

50,000 bacteria after 10 minutes of simulated time, the

resulting CPC value is 0.1197. The resulting distribution can

be seen in Figure 3. The control presented a CPC value of

0.0040. CPC values in this range match experimental results

for a 1× 10−5 M
mm

gradient [12].

B. Quorum Sensing Validation

In effort to validate the quorum sensing functionality,

biological constants were used to check the steady state

response observed in literature. In effort to simulate the

isotropic nature of the experimental data collected from

bulk samples of bacteria, agents are immobile and randomly
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Fig. 3: Positions of agents after 10 minutes of random

walking. The starting position for every agent was at the

red crosshair at (2500 µm, 2500 µm). The resulting average

position shifted to (2419 µm,2500 µm), as shown with the

cyan crosshair. The average position further shifts to the right

with time. The linear chemical gradient is shown with a

green background. Intensity of the green color represents the

concentration of the chemical.

placed across the entire field. The biological system is

expected to have a time-varying response with a strong

relation to the number of agents in the field. As shown in

Figure 4, for any given time period, the higher number of

agents maintain a larger percentage of agents with activated

quorum sensing functionality.

It is important to note that although each of the simulations

are approaching 100% quorum sensing activation, the abso-

lute concentration of quorum sensing molecules in the field

approaches a different steady state value. This steady state

value can be used as a modified quorum sensing threshold

which will cause different detected densities of agents within

a distributed system to activate.

IV. ROBUST RESPONSE OF THE NETWORKED SENSORS

The objective of this analysis is to demonstrate the fea-

sibility of a quorum sensing based strategy for distributed

control of microrobotic systems. For the application of

distributed mobile sensor networks, there are many im-

portant factors to take into account. Here, we focus on

using our computational model to determine the quorum

sensing threshold required to achieve a desired response of

the system. Fine tuning with a known number of agents

acting in the system can be effectively used to remove the

possibility of achieving false positives within the response.

For this simulation, a total of 2500 agents were used within a

linear chemo-attractant gradient along the x-axis. The desired

response is for a high concentration of agents to aggregate

at the chemo-attractant source and activate quorum sensing

to display the detection of the source. Agents individually

produce signaling molecules that are distributed dynamically

within the field as time progresses.

Fig. 4: Normalized quorum sensing response as a function

of time. A constant field size is used and a varying number

of agents are present in the field. As the number of agents

increases, the response time of the system decreases.

With the field size of 5000 µm, a uniform distribution

of 2500 agents will provide a quorum sensing molecule

concentration on the order of 14 molecules
µm3 after 1 hour. Due

to the desire to detect a source within the field, an expected

unequal distribution will cause the number density of agents

in certain areas to increase. By raising the threshold from

the measured concentration of immobile agents to a larger

value, a desired response of the system can be achieved. The

higher threshold value used for this study is 15 molecules
µm3 .

As shown in Figure 5 after an hour of simulated time, the

distributed network of sensors has successfully detected the

source of the chemo-attractant. Additionally, a false positive

region has been detected on the left half of the x-axis at the

coordinate (1000 µm, 2000 µm).

Fig. 5: The signaling molecule distribution within the field

after 1 hour of simulated time. The black line provides a

boundary for the detection area of 15 molecules
µm3 or greater.
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If the threshold value is increased further, the response can

be limited to even larger densities. As shown in Figure 6, an

increased quorum sensing threshold of 16.5 molecules
µm3 was

applied to achieve a more robust response in which there are

less substantial false positives detected.

Fig. 6: The quorum sensing molecule distribution within the

field after 1 hour of simulated time. The black line provides a

boundary for the detection area of 16.5 molecules
µm3 or greater.

Depending upon the desired objectives for the distributed

control, various thresholds can be applied to control the

response within the system. However, with greater robustness

to false positives comes at a trade-off of time required for the

response. As shown in Figure 7, the larger threshold of 16.5
molecules

µm3 has not detected the chemo-attractant source at a

time of 50 minutes when the two simulations are compared.

There are many parameters that can be changed within this

stochastic control system to alter the behavior. The modifi-

cation of the quorum sensing threshold with respect to a

steady state density threshold can achieve a desired outcome

within a field. Larger thresholds reduce the identification of

false positives and increase the response time while smaller

thresholds increase the chance of false positives and reduce

the response time of the quorum sensing network. These

values do not change the response time of the chemotactic

movement, which must be established to trigger quorum

sensing.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion, bioinspiration in sensing and control can be

utilized to aid in the development of robust mobile sensor

networks. The application of stochastic movement in the

form of biased random walk can allow for searching gradient

fields and identifying signaling sources. Additionally, passive

communication in the form of quorum sensing can be used

to collaborate between many agents within the field. By

fine-tuning the specific parameters of this system, a desired

response can be obtained. As shown in the results, a trade-off

between response time and chance of false positives must be

made.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 7: A comparison between the quorum sensing molecule

thresholds at 50 minutes of simulated time. (a) has a thresh-

old applied at 15 molecules
µm3 and (b) has a threshold applied

at 16.5 molecules
µm3 .

VI. FUTURE WORK

The main objective of this work is to develop a simula-

tion environment for the creation and analysis of synthetic

stochastic control circuits based on chemotactic and quorum

sensing behavior. A chemotactic behavior can be extended

to include all methods for modification of movement be-

havior based on environmental signaling. Quorum sensing

functionality can be modified in sensitivity as well as the

form of output. Future studies include the modification of

additional parameters in chemotactic behavior and quorum

sensing functionality in effort to provide low cost solutions

for collective robotic systems. Additional fine tuning of the

quorum sensing parameters such as the modification of the

upregulation value can provide solutions for optimal response

time with negligible chance for false positives.
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